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1. Text of the Proposed Rule Change

(a) Miami International Securities Exchange, LLC (“MIAX Options” or “Exchange”),

pursuant to the provisions of Section 19(b)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (“Act”)1

and Rule 19b-4 thereunder,2 proposes to amend the MIAX Options Fee Schedule (the “Fee

Schedule”).

A notice of the proposed rule change for publication in the Federal Register is attached

hereto as Exhibit 1, and a copy of the applicable section of the proposed MIAX Options Fee

Schedule is attached hereto as Exhibit 5.

(b) Not applicable.

(c) Not applicable.

2. Procedures of the Self-Regulatory Organization

The proposed rule change was approved by senior management of the Exchange pursuant

to authority delegated by the MIAX Options Board of Directors on December 8,

2016. Exchange staff will advise the Board of Directors of any action taken pursuant to

delegated authority. No other action by the Exchange is necessary for the filing of the proposed

rule change.

Questions and comments on the proposed rule change may be directed to Joseph W.

Ferraro, Senior Vice President and Associate General Counsel, at 609-897-8492.

1 15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(1).
2 17 CFR 240.19b-4.
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3. Self-Regulatory Organization's Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory Basis
for, the Proposed Rule Change

a. Purpose

The Exchange proposes to amend its Fee Schedule to provide a definition of the MIAX

Express Network Interconnect (“MENI”) and that any Member3 or non-Member using the MENI

to access the Exchange’s System4 and the automated trading system of MIAX PEARL, LLC

(“MIAX PEARL”), the Exchange’s affiliate (the “MIAX PEARL System”) will only be assessed

one network connectivity fee per such connection, regardless of the trading platforms, market

data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities of the Exchange and MIAX PEARL

accessed via such connection, as more fully described below. 5

The Exchange provides to Members and non-Members a network infrastructure pursuant

to which such Members and non-Members establish connectivity to the trading platforms,

market data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities of the Exchange. The

Exchange refers to this network infrastructure as the MIAX Express Network Interconnect, or

the MENI. The MENI consists of the low latency and ultra-low latency (“ULL”) connectivity

options set forth in the Exchange’s Fee Schedule. The MENI also provides members and non-

members of MIAX PEARL network connectivity to the trading platforms, market data systems,

3 The term “Member” means an individual or organization approved to exercise the trading
rights associated with a Trading Permit. Members are deemed “members” under the
Exchange Act. See Exchange Rule 100.

4 The term “System” means the automated trading system used by the Exchange for the
trading of securities. See Exchange Rule 100.

5 The Exchange notes that MIAX PEARL has filed with the Commission a proposed rule
change to adopt similar clarifying rules in connection with the establishment of its
proposed fee schedule. See SR-PEARL-2017-10 filed on February 13, 2017 at
www.miaxoptions.com.
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test systems, and disaster recovery facilities of MIAX PEARL. Further, for Members and non-

Members of the Exchange that wish to establish connectivity to both the Exchange and MIAX

PEARL, the MENI can be configured to provide such Members and non-Members of the

Exchange network connectivity to the trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and

disaster recovery facilities of both the Exchange and MIAX PEARL, via a single, shared

connection.

Accordingly, the Exchange is proposing to clarify that, when a Member or non-Member

of the Exchange establishes network connectivity to the trading platforms, market data systems,

test systems, and disaster recovery facilities of both the Exchange and MIAX PEARL, via a

single, shared connection, for purposes of: (i) Section 4) of the Exchange’s Fee Schedule, the

Member or non-Member will only be assessed one Network Connectivity Testing and

Certification Fee per connection tested, regardless of the trading platforms, market data

systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities accessed via such connection, and (ii)

Section 5) of the Exchange’s Fee Schedule, the Member or non-Member will only be assessed

one Network Connectivity Fee per connection, regardless of the trading platforms, market data

systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities accessed via such connection.

In particular, regarding Network Connectivity Testing and Certification, new users of the

Exchange’s System (and existing users of the System that seek to change connectivity options)

require testing and certification prior to actual use in the production environment, and are

assessed fees for such testing and certification as are specified in the Exchange’s Fee Schedule.

Accordingly, the Exchange now proposes to amend Section 4)c) of the Fee Schedule to provide

that Members utilizing the MENI to connect to the trading platforms, market data systems, test

systems, and disaster recovery facilities of the Exchange and MIAX PEARL via a single, shared
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connection will only be assessed one Network Connectivity Testing and Certification Fee per

connection tested, regardless of the trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and

disaster recovery facilities accessed via such connection. Further, the Exchange similarly

proposes to amend Section 4)d) of the Fee Schedule to provide that non-Members utilizing the

MENI to connect to the trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and disaster

recovery facilities of the Exchange and MIAX PEARL via a single, shared connection will only

be assessed one Network Connectivity Testing and Certification Fee per connection tested,

regardless of the trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery

facilities accessed via such connection.

Regarding System Network Connectivity Fees, Members and non-Members of the

Exchange are assessed fees for connectivity to the Exchange as is set forth in the Fee Schedule,

depending on the connection size (e.g., 1 Gigabit, 10 Gigabit, 10 Gigabit ULL) and facility site

(e.g., primary/secondary facility, disaster recovery facility). Accordingly, the Exchange now

proposes to amend Section 5)a) of the Fee Schedule to provide that Members utilizing the MENI

to connect to the trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery

facilities of the Exchange and MIAX PEARL via a single, shared connection will only be

assessed one Monthly Member Network Connectivity Fee per connection, regardless of the

trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities accessed via

such connection. Further, the Exchange similarly proposes to amend Section 5)b) of the Fee

Schedule to provide that non-Members utilizing the MENI to connect to the trading platforms,

market data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities of the Exchange and MIAX

PEARL via a single, shared connection will only be assessed one Monthly Non-Member

Network Connectivity Fee per connection, regardless of the trading platforms, market data
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systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities accessed via such connection.

The proposed rule change is intended to provide greater transparency to Members and

non-Members of the Exchange regarding how network connectivity testing and certification fees

and network connectivity fees will be assessed by the Exchange when Members and non-

Members establish network connectivity to the Exchange and MIAX PEARL via a single, shared

network connection by explicitly stating that each such connection will only be charged once per

connection. The Exchange believes that clarifying regarding how network connectivity testing

and certification fees and network connectivity fees will be assessed by the Exchange will

benefit all market participants by assisting them in the decision-making process to connect to the

Exchange and further their readiness to use the MIAX PEARL System.

b. Statutory Basis

The Exchange believes that its proposed rule change is consistent with Section 6(b) of the

Act6 in general, and furthers the objectives of Sections 6(b)(4) of the Act,7 in that it is an

equitable allocation of reasonable fees and other charges among Exchange Members and other

persons using its facilities, and Section 6(b)(5) of the Act,8 in that it is designed to prevent

fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices, to promote just and equitable principles of trade,

to foster cooperation and coordination with persons engaged in facilitating transactions in

securities, to remove impediments to and perfect the mechanisms of a free and open market and

a national market system and, in general, to protect investors and the public interest.

6 15 U.S.C. 78f(b).
7 15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(4).

8 15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(5).
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The proposed rule change furthers the objectives of Section 6(b)(4) of the Act9 because it

will apply equally to all Exchange participants who test and/or use a single, shared connection to

access the Exchange and MIAX PEARL. The Exchange believes that assessing all Exchange

participants only one connectivity fee for each single, shared connection to both the Exchange

and MIAX PEARL is reasonable, equitable and not unfairly discriminatory because it makes the

fees consistent between the Exchange and MIAX PEARL for use of the MENI to access both

exchanges.

The proposed rule change is consistent with Section 6(b)(5) of the Act,10 in that it is

designed to protect investors and the public interest and to promote just and equitable principles

of trade by providing greater transparency to Members and non-Members of the Exchange

regarding how network connectivity testing and certification fees and network connectivity fees

will be assessed by the Exchange when Members and non-Members establish network

connectivity to the Exchange and MIAX PEARL via a single, shared network connection by

explicitly stating that each such connection will only be charged once per connection.

4. Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Burden on Competition

MIAX Options does not believe that the proposed rule changes will impose any burden

on competition not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Act. The

Exchange believes that the proposed changes would increase both intermarket and intramarket

competition by defining the assessments of such network connectivity testing and certification

fees and network connectivity fees for all users of the Exchange, thereby creating greater clarity

around the Exchange’s assessment of such fees for participants that wish to begin using MIAX

9 15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(4).

10 15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(5).
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PEARL’s System through its existing MIAX Options’ network connection and to continue using

the Exchange’s facilities through the same shared connection, thereby enabling a potential user

of both systems to assess the competitive nature of the fees. This should benefit all market

participants and improve competition on the Exchange.

The Exchange notes that it operates in a highly competitive market in which market

participants can readily favor competing venues if they deem fee levels at a particular venue to

be excessive. In such an environment, the Exchange must continually adjust its fees to remain

competitive with other exchanges and to attract order flow to the Exchange. The Exchange

believes that the proposal will enhance competition, because market participants will have more

clarity surrounding how they will be assessed the network connectivity testing and certification

fees and network connectivity fees if they desire to connect to both the MIAX Options and

MIAX PEARL through the MENI and will also understand that they will not be double charged

for these network fees for using the same, shared connections to both exchanges.

5. Self-Regulatory Organization's Statement on Comments on the Proposed Rule
Change Received from Members, Participants, or Others

No written comments were either solicited or received.

6. Extension of Time Period for Commission Action

Not applicable.

7. Basis for Summary Effectiveness Pursuant to Section 19(b)(3) or for Accelerated
Effectiveness Pursuant to Section 19(b)(2)

Pursuant to Section 19(b)(3)(A)(ii) of the Act, and Rule 19b-4(f)(2) thereunder the

Exchange has designated this proposal as establishing or changing a due, fee, or other charge

imposed on any person, whether or not the person is a member of the self-regulatory

organization, which renders the proposed rule change effective upon filing.
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8. Proposed Rule Change Based on Rules of Another Self-Regulatory Organization
or of the Commission

The proposed rule changes are not based on the rules of another exchange.

9. Security-Based Swap Submissions Filed Pursuant to Section 3C of the Act

Not applicable.

10. Advance Notices Filed Pursuant to Section 806(e) of the Payment, Clearing and
Settlement Supervision Act

Not applicable.

11. Exhibits

1. Notice of proposed rule for publication in the Federal Register.

5. Applicable Section of the MIAX Options Fee Schedule.
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EXHIBIT 1

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
(Release No. 34- ; File No. SR-MIAX-2017-05)

February__, 2017

Self-Regulatory Organizations: Notice of Filing and Immediate Effectiveness of a
Proposed Rule Change by Miami International Securities Exchange LLC to Amend Its Fee
Schedule to Clarify Its Fees Relating to the MIAX Express Network Interconnect (“MENI”).

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 19(b)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

(“Act”)1 and Rule 19b-4 thereunder,2 notice is hereby given that on February 13, 2017, Miami

International Securities Exchange LLC (“MIAX Options” or “Exchange”) filed with the

Securities and Exchange Commission (“Commission”) a proposed rule change as described in

Items I, II, and III below, which Items have been prepared by the Exchange. The Commission is

publishing this notice to solicit comments on the proposed rule change from interested persons.

I. Self-Regulatory Organization's Statement of the Terms of Substance of the Proposed
Rule Change

The Exchange is filing a proposal to amend the MIAX Options Fee Schedule (the “Fee

Schedule”).

The text of the proposed rule change is available on the Exchange’s website at

http://www.miaxoptions.com/rule-filings, at MIAX’s principal office, and at the Commission’s

Public Reference Room.

II. Self-Regulatory Organization's Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory Basis for, the
Proposed Rule Change

In its filing with the Commission, the Exchange included statements concerning the

purpose of and basis for the proposed rule change and discussed any comments it received on

the proposed rule change. The text of these statements may be examined at the places specified

1 15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(1).
2 17 CFR 240.19b-4.
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in Item IV below. The Exchange has prepared summaries, set forth in sections A, B, and C

below, of the most significant aspects of such statements.

A. Self-Regulatory Organization's Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory
Basis for, the Proposed Rule Change

1. Purpose

The Exchange proposes to amend its Fee Schedule to provide a definition of the MIAX

Express Network Interconnect (“MENI”) and that any Member3 or non-Member using the MENI

to access the Exchange’s System4 and the automated trading system of MIAX PEARL, LLC

(“MIAX PEARL”), the Exchange’s affiliate (the “MIAX PEARL System”) will only be assessed

one network connectivity fee per such connection, regardless of the trading platforms, market

data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities of the Exchange and MIAX PEARL

accessed via such connection, as more fully described below. 5

The Exchange provides to Members and non-Members a network infrastructure pursuant

to which such Members and non-Members establish connectivity to the trading platforms,

market data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities of the Exchange. The

Exchange refers to this network infrastructure as the MIAX Express Network Interconnect, or

the MENI. The MENI consists of the low latency and ultra-low latency (“ULL”) connectivity

options set forth in the Exchange’s Fee Schedule. The MENI also provides members and non-

3 The term “Member” means an individual or organization approved to exercise the trading
rights associated with a Trading Permit. Members are deemed “members” under the
Exchange Act. See Exchange Rule 100.

4 The term “System” means the automated trading system used by the Exchange for the
trading of securities. See Exchange Rule 100.

5 The Exchange notes that MIAX PEARL has filed with the Commission a proposed rule
change to adopt similar clarifying rules in connection with the establishment of its
proposed fee schedule. See SR-PEARL-2017-10 filed on February 13, 2017 at
www.miaxoptions.com.
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members of MIAX PEARL network connectivity to the trading platforms, market data systems,

test systems, and disaster recovery facilities of MIAX PEARL. Further, for Members and non-

Members of the Exchange that wish to establish connectivity to both the Exchange and MIAX

PEARL, the MENI can be configured to provide such Members and non-Members of the

Exchange network connectivity to the trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and

disaster recovery facilities of both the Exchange and MIAX PEARL, via a single, shared

connection.

Accordingly, the Exchange is proposing to clarify that, when a Member or non-Member

of the Exchange establishes network connectivity to the trading platforms, market data systems,

test systems, and disaster recovery facilities of both the Exchange and MIAX PEARL, via a

single, shared connection, for purposes of: (i) Section 4) of the Exchange’s Fee Schedule, the

Member or non-Member will only be assessed one Network Connectivity Testing and

Certification Fee per connection tested, regardless of the trading platforms, market data

systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities accessed via such connection, and (ii)

Section 5) of the Exchange’s Fee Schedule, the Member or non-Member will only be assessed

one Network Connectivity Fee per connection, regardless of the trading platforms, market data

systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities accessed via such connection.

In particular, regarding Network Connectivity Testing and Certification, new users of the

Exchange’s System (and existing users of the System that seek to change connectivity options)

require testing and certification prior to actual use in the production environment, and are

assessed fees for such testing and certification as are specified in the Exchange’s Fee Schedule.

Accordingly, the Exchange now proposes to amend Section 4)c) of the Fee Schedule to provide

that Members utilizing the MENI to connect to the trading platforms, market data systems, test

systems, and disaster recovery facilities of the Exchange and MIAX PEARL via a single, shared
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connection will only be assessed one Network Connectivity Testing and Certification Fee per

connection tested, regardless of the trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and

disaster recovery facilities accessed via such connection. Further, the Exchange similarly

proposes to amend Section 4)d) of the Fee Schedule to provide that non-Members utilizing the

MENI to connect to the trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and disaster

recovery facilities of the Exchange and MIAX PEARL via a single, shared connection will only

be assessed one Network Connectivity Testing and Certification Fee per connection tested,

regardless of the trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery

facilities accessed via such connection.

Regarding System Network Connectivity Fees, Members and non-Members of the

Exchange are assessed fees for connectivity to the Exchange as is set forth in the Fee Schedule,

depending on the connection size (e.g., 1 Gigabit, 10 Gigabit, 10 Gigabit ULL) and facility site

(e.g., primary/secondary facility, disaster recovery facility). Accordingly, the Exchange now

proposes to amend Section 5)a) of the Fee Schedule to provide that Members utilizing the MENI

to connect to the trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery

facilities of the Exchange and MIAX PEARL via a single, shared connection will only be

assessed one Monthly Member Network Connectivity Fee per connection, regardless of the

trading platforms, market data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities accessed via

such connection. Further, the Exchange similarly proposes to amend Section 5)b) of the Fee

Schedule to provide that non-Members utilizing the MENI to connect to the trading platforms,

market data systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities of the Exchange and MIAX

PEARL via a single, shared connection will only be assessed one Monthly Non-Member

Network Connectivity Fee per connection, regardless of the trading platforms, market data

systems, test systems, and disaster recovery facilities accessed via such connection.
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The proposed rule change is intended to provide greater transparency to Members and

non-Members of the Exchange regarding how network connectivity testing and certification fees

and network connectivity fees will be assessed by the Exchange when Members and non-

Members establish network connectivity to the Exchange and MIAX PEARL via a single, shared

network connection by explicitly stating that each such connection will only be charged once per

connection. The Exchange believes that clarifying regarding how network connectivity testing

and certification fees and network connectivity fees will be assessed by the Exchange will

benefit all market participants by assisting them in the decision-making process to connect to the

Exchange and further their readiness to use the MIAX PEARL System.

2. Statutory Basis

The Exchange believes that its proposed rule change is consistent with Section 6(b) of the

Act6 in general, and furthers the objectives of Sections 6(b)(4) of the Act,7 in that it is an

equitable allocation of reasonable fees and other charges among Exchange Members and other

persons using its facilities, and Section 6(b)(5) of the Act,8 in that it is designed to prevent

fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices, to promote just and equitable principles of trade,

to foster cooperation and coordination with persons engaged in facilitating transactions in

securities, to remove impediments to and perfect the mechanisms of a free and open market and

a national market system and, in general, to protect investors and the public interest.

The proposed rule change furthers the objectives of Section 6(b)(4) of the Act9 because it

will apply equally to all Exchange participants who test and/or use a single, shared connection to

access the Exchange and MIAX PEARL. The Exchange believes that assessing all Exchange

6 15 U.S.C. 78f(b).
7 15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(4).
8 15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(5).
9 15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(4).
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participants only one connectivity fee for each single, shared connection to both the Exchange

and MIAX PEARL is reasonable, equitable and not unfairly discriminatory because it makes the

fees consistent between the Exchange and MIAX PEARL for use of the MENI to access both

exchanges.

The proposed rule change is consistent with Section 6(b)(5) of the Act,10 in that it is

designed to protect investors and the public interest and to promote just and equitable principles

of trade by providing greater transparency to Members and non-Members of the Exchange

regarding how network connectivity testing and certification fees and network connectivity fees

will be assessed by the Exchange when Members and non-Members establish network

connectivity to the Exchange and MIAX PEARL via a single, shared network connection by

explicitly stating that each such connection will only be charged once per connection.

B. Self-Regulatory Organization's Statement on Burden on Competition

The Exchange does not believe that the proposed rule change will result in any burden on

competition that is not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Act. The

Exchange believes that the proposed changes would increase both intermarket and intramarket

competition by defining the assessments of such network connectivity testing and certification

fees and network connectivity fees for all users of the Exchange, thereby creating greater clarity

around the Exchange’s assessment of such fees for participants that wish to begin using MIAX

PEARL’s System through its existing MIAX Options’ network connection and to continue using

the Exchange’s facilities through the same shared connection, thereby enabling a potential user

of both systems to assess the competitive nature of the fees. This should benefit all market

participants and improve competition on the Exchange.

10 15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(5).
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The Exchange notes that it operates in a highly competitive market in which market

participants can readily favor competing venues if they deem fee levels at a particular venue to

be excessive. In such an environment, the Exchange must continually adjust its fees to remain

competitive with other exchanges and to attract order flow to the Exchange. The Exchange

believes that the proposal will enhance competition, because market participants will have more

clarity surrounding how they will be assessed the network connectivity testing and certification

fees and network connectivity fees if they desire to connect to both the MIAX Options and

MIAX PEARL through the MENI and will also understand that they will not be double charged

for these network fees for using the same, shared connections to both exchanges.

C. Self-Regulatory Organization's Statement on Comments on the Proposed Rule
Change Received from Members, Participants, or Others

Written comments were neither solicited nor received.

III. Date of Effectiveness of the Proposed Rule Change and Timing for Commission Action

The foregoing rule change has become effective pursuant to Section 19(b)(3)(A)(ii) of the

Act,11 and Rule 19b-4(f)(2)12 thereunder. At any time within 60 days of the filing of the proposed

rule change, the Commission summarily may temporarily suspend such rule change if it appears

to the Commission that such action is necessary or appropriate in the public interest, for the

protection of investors, or otherwise in furtherance of the purposes of the Act. If the Commission

takes such action, the Commission shall institute proceedings to determine whether the proposed

rule should be approved or disapproved.

11 15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(3)(A)(ii).
12 17 CFR 240.19b-4(f)(2).
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IV. Solicitation of Comments

Interested persons are invited to submit written data, views, and arguments concerning

the foregoing, including whether the proposed rule change is consistent with the Act.

Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:

Electronic comments:

! Use the Commission’s Internet comment form (http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml);

or

! Send an e-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov. Please include File Number SR-

MIAX-2017-05 on the subject line.

Paper comments:

! Send paper comments in triplicate to Brent J. Fields, Secretary, Securities and

Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090.

All submissions should refer to File Number SR-MIAX-2017-05. This file number

should be included on the subject line if e-mail is used. To help the Commission process and

review your comments more efficiently, please use only one method. The Commission will post

all comments on the Commission’s Internet Web site (http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml).

Copies of the submission, all subsequent amendments, all written statements with respect

to the proposed rule change that are filed with the Commission, and all written communications

relating to the proposed rule change between the Commission and any person, other than those

that may be withheld from the public in accordance with the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be

available for website viewing and printing in the Commission’s Public Reference Room, 100 F

Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549, on official business days between the hours of 10:00 a.m.

and 3:00 p.m. Copies of the filing also will be available for inspection and copying at the

principal office of the Exchange. All comments received will be posted without change; the
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Commission does not edit personal identifying information from submissions. You should

submit only information that you wish to make available publicly.

All submissions should refer to File Number SR-MIAX-2017-05 and should be submitted

on or before [insert date 21 days from publication in the Federal Register]. For the Commission,

by the Division of Trading and Markets, pursuant to delegated authority.13

Brent J. Fields
Secretary

13 17 CFR 200.30-3(a)(12).
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Exhibit 5

New text is underlined;
Deleted text is in [brackets]

*****
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7DKADP 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW =DQRHLF @LC 1DPRHEHB@RHML 4DDQ UHJJ AD @QQDQQDC "H# HLHRH@JJW NDP

BMLLDBRHML HL RGD KMLRG RGD 5LCHTHCS@J 4HPK G@Q ADDL BPDCDLRH@JDC RM SQD @LW /95 MP 7@PIDR 2@R@

EDDCQ HL RGD NPMCSBRHML DLTHPMLKDLR SRHJHXHLF RGD RDQRDC LDRUMPI BMLLDBRHML% @LC "HH# D@BG RHKD @L

5LCHTHCS@J 4HPK HLHRH@RDQ @ BG@LFD RM HRQ QWQRDK RG@R PDOSHPDQ LDRUMPI BMLLDBRHTHRW RDQRHLF @LC

BDPRHEHB@RHML'

8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW =DQRHLF @LC 1DPRHEHB@RHML 4DDQ UHJJ LMR AD @QQDQQDC HL QHRS@RHMLQ UGDPD RGD

3VBG@LFD HLHRH@RDQ @ K@LC@RMPW BG@LFD RM RGD 3VBG@LFDYQ QWQRDK RG@R PDOSHPDQ RDQRHLF @LC

BDPRHEHB@RHML' 7DKADP 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW =DQRHLF @LC 1DPRHEHB@RHML 4DDQ UHJJ LMR AD @QQDQQDC EMP

RDQRHLF @LC BDPRHEHB@RHML ME BMLLDBRHTHRW RM RGD 3VBG@LFDYQ 2HQ@QRDP ;DBMTDPW 4@BHJHRW'

=GD 75/? 3VNPDQQ 8DRUMPI 5LRDPBMLLDBR "Z7385[# HQ @ LDRUMPI HLEP@QRPSBRSPD UGHBG NPMTHCDQ

7DKADPQ @LC LML&7DKADPQ LDRUMPI BMLLDBRHTHRW RM RGD RP@CHLF NJ@REMPKQ% K@PIDR C@R@ QWQRDKQ%

RDQR QWQRDKQ% @LC CHQ@QRDP PDBMTDPW E@BHJHRHDQ ME RGD 3VBG@LFD' =GD 7385 BMLQHQRQ ME RGD JMU J@RDLBW

@LC SJRP@ JMU J@RDLBW "Z>66[# BMLLDBRHTHRW MNRHMLQ QDR EMPRG HL RGD 3VBG@LFDYQ 4DD <BGDCSJD' =GD

7385 B@L @JQM AD BMLEHFSPDC RM NPMTHCD LDRUMPI BMLLDBRHTHRW RM RGD RP@CHLF NJ@REMPKQ% K@PIDR C@R@

QWQRDKQ% RDQR QWQRDKQ% @LC CHQ@QRDP PDBMTDPW E@BHJHRHDQ ME RGD 3VBG@LFDYQ @EEHJH@RD% 75/? 93/;6% TH@ @

QHLFJD% QG@PDC BMLLDBRHML'

7DKADPQ SRHJHXHLF RGD 7385 RM BMLLDBR RM RGD RP@CHLF NJ@REMPKQ% K@PIDR C@R@ QWQRDKQ% RDQR QWQRDKQ%

@LC CHQ@QRDP PDBMTDPW E@BHJHRHDQ ME RGD 3VBG@LFD @LC 75/? 93/;6 TH@ @ QHLFJD% QG@PDC BMLLDBRHML UHJJ

MLJW AD @QQDQQDC MLD 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW =DQRHLF @LC 1DPRHEHB@RHML 4DD NDP BMLLDBRHML RDQRDC%
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PDF@PCJDQQ ME RGD RP@CHLF NJ@REMPKQ% K@PIDR C@R@ QWQRDKQ% RDQR QWQRDKQ% @LC CHQ@QRDP PDBMTDPW

E@BHJHRHDQ @BBDQQDC TH@ QSBG BMLLDBRHML'
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8ML&7DKADP 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW =DQRHLF @LC 1DPRHEHB@RHML EDDQ UHJJ AD @QQDQQDC "H# HLHRH@JJW NDP

BMLLDBRHML HL RGD KMLRG RGD <DPTHBD 0SPD@S% 3VRP@LDR 9PMTHCDP MP MRGDP LML&7DKADP G@Q ADDL

BPDCDLRH@JDC RM SQD @LW /95 MP 7@PIDR 2@R@ EDDCQ HL RGD NPMCSBRHML DLTHPMLKDLR SQHLF RGD RDQRDC

LDRUMPI BMLLDBRHML% @LC "HH# D@BG RHKD @ <DPTHBD 0SPD@S% 3VRP@LDR 9PMTHCDP MP MRGDP LML&7DKADP

HLHRH@RDQ @ BG@LFD RM HRQ QWQRDK RG@R PDOSHPDQ LDRUMPI BMLLDBRHTHRW RDQRHLF @LC BDPRHEHB@RHML'

8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW =DQRHLF @LC 1DPRHEHB@RHML 4DDQ UHJJ LMR AD @QQDQQDC HL QHRS@RHMLQ UGDPD RGD

3VBG@LFD HLHRH@RDQ @ K@LC@RMPW BG@LFD RM RGD 3VBG@LFDYQ QWQRDK RG@R PDOSHPDQ RDQRHLF @LC

BDPRHEHB@RHML' 8ML&7DKADP 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW =DQRHLF @LC 1DPRHEHB@RHML 4DDQ UHJJ LMR AD @QQDQQDC

EMP RDQRHLF @LC BDPRHEHB@RHML ME BMLLDBRHTHRW UHRG RGD 3VBG@LFDYQ 2HQ@QRDP ;DBMTDPW 4@BHJHRW'

8ML&7DKADPQ SRHJHXHLF RGD 7385 RM BMLLDBR RM RGD RP@CHLF NJ@REMPKQ% K@PIDR C@R@ QWQRDKQ% RDQR

QWQRDKQ% @LC CHQ@QRDP PDBMTDPW E@BHJHRHDQ ME RGD 3VBG@LFD @LC 75/? 93/;6 TH@ @ QHLFJD% QG@PDC

BMLLDBRHML UHJJ MLJW AD @QQDQQDC MLD 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW =DQRHLF @LC 1DPRHEHB@RHML 4DD NDP

BMLLDBRHML RDQRDC% PDF@PCJDQQ ME RGD RP@CHLF NJ@REMPKQ% K@PIDR C@R@ QWQRDKQ% RDQR QWQRDKQ% @LC

CHQ@QRDP PDBMTDPW E@BHJHRHDQ @BBDQQDC TH@ QSBG BMLLDBRHML'
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7MLRGJW 7DKADP 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW EDDQ EMP BMLLDBRHTHRW UHRG RGD 9PHK@PW(<DBMLC@PW 4@BHJHRW

UHJJ AD @QQDQQDC HL @LW KMLRG RGD 7DKADP HQ BPDCDLRH@JDC RM SQD @LW ME RGD 75/? /95Q MP 7@PIDR

++
/L 3VRP@LDR 9PMTHCDP HQ @ RDBGLMJMFW NPMTHCDP RG@R BMLLDBRQ UHRG 75/? QWQRDKQ @LC HL RSPL NPMTHCDQ QSBG

BMLLDBRHTHRW RM 75/? N@PRHBHN@LRQ RG@R CM LMR BMLLDBR CHPDBRJW UHRG 75/?'
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2@R@ EDDCQ HL RGD NPMCSBRHML DLTHPMLKDLR @LC UHJJ AD NPM&P@RDC UGDL @ 7DKADP K@IDQ @ BG@LFD RM

RGD BMLLDBRHTHRW "AW @CCHLF MP CDJDRHLF BMLLDBRHMLQ# UHRG QSBG NPM&P@RDC EDDQ A@QDC ML RGD LSKADP

ME RP@CHLF C@WQ RG@R RGD 7DKADP G@Q ADDL BPDCDLRH@JDC RM SRHJHXD @LW ME RGD 75/? /95Q MP 7@PIDR

2@R@ EDDCQ HL RGD NPMCSBRHML DLTHPMLKDLR RGPMSFG QSBG BMLLDBRHML% CHTHCDC AW RGD RMR@J LSKADP ME

RP@CHLF C@WQ HL QSBG KMLRG KSJRHNJHDC AW RGD @NNJHB@AJD KMLRGJW P@RD' 7MLRGJW 7DKADP 8DRUMPI

1MLLDBRHTHRW EDDQ EMP BMLLDBRHTHRW UHRG RGD 2HQ@QRDP ;DBMTDPW 4@BHJHRW UHJJ AD @QQDQQDC HL D@BG KMLRG

CSPHLF UGHBG RGD 7DKADP G@Q DQR@AJHQGDC BMLLDBRHTHRW UHRG RGD 2HQ@QRDP ;DBMTDPW 4@BHJHRW'

7DKADPQ SRHJHXHLF RGD 7385 RM BMLLDBR RM RGD RP@CHLF NJ@REMPKQ% K@PIDR C@R@ QWQRDKQ% RDQR QWQRDKQ%

@LC CHQ@QRDP PDBMTDPW E@BHJHRHDQ ME RGD 3VBG@LFD @LC 75/? 93/;6 TH@ @ QHLFJD% QG@PDC BMLLDBRHML UHJJ

MLJW AD @QQDQQDC MLD 7MLRGJW 7DKADP 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW 4DD NDP BMLLDBRHML% PDF@PCJDQQ ME RGD

RP@CHLF NJ@REMPKQ% K@PIDR C@R@ QWQRDKQ% RDQR QWQRDKQ% @LC CHQ@QRDP PDBMTDPW E@BHJHRHDQ @BBDQQDC TH@

QSBG BMLLDBRHML'
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7MLRGJW 8ML&7DKADP 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW EDDQ EMP BMLLDBRHTHRW UHRG RGD 9PHK@PW(<DBMLC@PW

4@BHJHRW UHJJ AD @QQDQQDC HL D@BG KMLRG RGD 8ML&7DKADP G@Q ADDL BPDCDLRH@JDC RM SQD @LW ME RGD

75/? /95Q MP 7@PIDR 2@R@ EDDCQ TH@ RGD LDRUMPI BMLLDBRHML HL RGD NPMCSBRHML DLTHPMLKDLR @LC UHJJ

AD NPM&P@RDC UGDL @ 8ML&7DKADP K@IDQ @ BG@LFD RM RGD BMLLDBRHTHRW "AW @CCHLF MP CDJDRHLF

BMLLDBRHMLQ# UHRG QSBG NPM&P@RDC EDDQ A@QDC ML RGD LSKADP ME RP@CHLF C@WQ RG@R RGD 8ML&7DKADP

G@Q ADDL BPDCDLRH@JDC RM SRHJHXD @LW ME RGD 75/? /95Q MP 7@PIDR 2@R@ EDDCQ HL RGD NPMCSBRHML

DLTHPMLKDLR RGPMSFG QSBG BMLLDBRHML% CHTHCDC AW RGD RMR@J LSKADP ME RP@CHLF C@WQ HL QSBG KMLRG

KSJRHNJHDC AW RGD @NNJHB@AJD KMLRGJW P@RD' 7MLRGJW 8ML&7DKADP 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW EDDQ EMP

BMLLDBRHTHRW UHRG RGD 2HQ@QRDP ;DBMTDPW 4@BHJHRW UHJJ AD @QQDQQDC HL D@BG KMLRG CSPHLF UGHBG RGD

8ML&7DKADP G@Q DQR@AJHQGDC BMLLDBRHTHRW UHRG RGD 2HQ@QRDP ;DBMTDPW 4@BHJHRW'

8ML&7DKADPQ SRHJHXHLF RGD 7385 RM BMLLDBR RM RGD RP@CHLF NJ@REMPKQ% K@PIDR C@R@ QWQRDKQ% RDQR

QWQRDKQ% @LC CHQ@QRDP PDBMTDPW E@BHJHRHDQ ME RGD 3VBG@LFD @LC 75/? 93/;6 TH@ @ QHLFJD% QG@PDC

BMLLDBRHML UHJJ MLJW AD @QQDQQDC MLD 7MLRGJW 8ML&7DKADP 8DRUMPI 1MLLDBRHTHRW 4DD NDP

BMLLDBRHML% PDF@PCJDQQ ME RGD RP@CHLF NJ@REMPKQ% K@PIDR C@R@ QWQRDKQ% RDQR QWQRDKQ% @LC CHQ@QRDP

PDBMTDPW E@BHJHRHDQ @BBDQQDC TH@ QSBG BMLLDBRHML'
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